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editorial
DR JOANNA ŚWIĄTKOWSKA

Chief Editor of the European Cybersecurity Journal
CYBERSEC Programme Director
Senior Research Fellow of the Kosciuszko Institute, Poland

In the past few months, we have witnessed a number of critical events, all of them of pivotal importance from the cybersecurity
point of view. They are different in nature and cause diverse consequences. This issue of the European Cybersecurity
Journal provides a thorough analysis of selected critical challenges.
In recent times, the discussion on artificial intelligence has flourished. Not only do market leaders discuss and develop new
directions of actions, but the topic has also reached the top of the political agenda. For instance, in February, the European
Parliament adopted a resolution to regulate the development of artificial intelligence and robotics. In his text, Guido Noto
La Diega argues that while the discussion about the future of AI and robotics is getting mature, we still lack in-depth debate
on the security of these systems. There is no doubt that the future belongs to these new technologies, and the argument
that security needs to be the foundation for its development seems to be truly valid.
Around three months ago, the WannaCry ransomware attack spread around the world, impacting systems in around 150
countries. This unprecedented cyberattack once again proved that in terms of cyberspace both prevention and quick
response are crucial. In her article, Aneta Urban takes a slightly different perspective when analysing the attack. She looks
at communication strategies performed by both the international and Polish institutions during the attack. Some interesting
conclusions from the text may be used as lessons learnt for the future.
A few weeks ago, another phase of the development of cyber norms by the UN GGE ended in deadlock. This brings forth
plenty of questions on the future of building a global stability regime for cybersecurity. The article written by Robert Morgus
elaborates on another process also important from the point of view of cyberspace stability. He presents an analysis of
the Wassenaar Arrangement multilateral regime, aimed at controlling the proliferation of intrusion software, and points out
some scenarios for the future.
The current issue of the European Cybersecurity Journal touches also upon other matters, not related to particular events,
but universal and equally important. By reading the text prepared by Wiesław Goździewicz you will learn about various
aspects of private-public cooperation in the military area. In her article, Giulia Pastorella proves the importance of endpoint
devices security – a problem often neglected and underestimated. The interview with Szymon Kowalczyk from Tauron, one
of the largest energy holding companies in Central Europe, sheds light on the cybersecurity of critical infrastructure. Last
but not least, the article written by Adam Palmer provides an account of NATO’s response to cyberattacks.
Finally, I would like to use this opportunity to invite you to the 3rd edition of the European Cybersecurity Forum that will
take place on 9th–10 th October 2017. During the event, several topics discussed in this issue will be developed even to
a greater extent.
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ANALYSIS

The European strategy on robotics
and artificial intelligence: too
much ethics, too little security
DR GUIDO NOTO LA DIEGA
Dr Guido Noto La Diega is a Lecturer in Law at the Northumbria University and President of “Ital-IoT”, the first Centre of
Multidisciplinary Research on the Internet of Things. Fellow of the Nexa Center for Internet and Society, he completed a PhD
in Intellectual Property and a Postdoc in Cloud Computing Law at Queen Mary University of London. His expertise in cyber
law was recently recognised by the EU Court of Justice’s Advocate General in the Uber case. Over nearly a decade of
academic career in Italy, Germany, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, Dr Noto La Diega has published extensively in peerreviewed journals and presented his research in several national and international conferences and symposia. Dr Noto La
Diega provides consultancy in matters of ethics by design, privacy, consumer protection, and intellectual property.

There is an increasing interest in the ethical design of

In June 2016, the European Parliament’s Science and

robots. As evidence of this fact, one may refer to some

Technology Options Assessment Panel published a report

recent reports1 and the European Parliament’s resolu-

on the ethical aspects of cyber-physical systems (CPS).

tion on “civil law rules on robotics” .The latter will be

The research was conducted by the Technopolis Group

the primary focus of this analysis since the EU Parliament

and managed by the Directorate-General for Parliamen-

“is the first legal institution in the world to have initiated

tary Research Services’ Scientific Foresight Unit. CPS

work of a law on robots and artificial intelligence”3, but

are “smart systems that include engineered interacting

the former also deserves a mention.

networks of physical and computational components”4.

2

Given this definition, most of robots currently deployed
1 | Science and Technology Options Assessment Panel, “Scientific

qualify as CPS; therefore the rules about the latter

Foresight study: Ethical Aspects of Cyber-Physical Systems”, June

apply also to the former. The main concerns expressed

2016; Directorate-General for Internal Policies - Policy Department for

in the report regarded unemployment, excessive

Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs, “European Civil Law Rules in
Robotics”, Study for the JURI Committee, 2016.
2 | European Parliament, Resolution of 16 February 2017 with

delegation of tasks, safety, responsibility, liability, privacy, and “social relations”. The last issue gives rise to

recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics

6

(2015/2103(INL)), 2017.

4 | Setiawan, A. B., Syamsudin A., Sastrosubroto A. S., “Information

3 | Trojnarski, M., „The Future Is Now - The Law on Robots, published

security governance on national cyber physical systems”, [in] Interna-

in February 2017, (online) www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx-

tional Conference on Information Technology Systems and Innovation

?g=3e9ffdfb-8a47-42c1-9284-c5ac12ff83c4.

(ICITSI), 2016.
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a fundamental question whether robots should “acquire

approves of the idea to adopt an instrument for a 10-15-

some form of moral sense”5. The proposed solution

year period, it also recognises that it could soon become

is more focused on regulation rather than on “ethics

obsolete, especially because of the convergence between

by design”. It is submitted, indeed, that “regulations need

nanotechnology, biotechnology, information technology,

to be updated to ensure that individuals are not harmed

and cognitive science.

and that the desired benefits outweigh the potential
unintended consequences”6. However, the report claims

The motion has its roots in a report drafted by an ad hoc

that “a governing or guiding framework for the design,

working group set up in 2015 by the JURI13. It included

production and use of robots is needed”7.

a motion for a European Parliament resolution and
an annex with detailed recommendations to the Commis-

Four months later, the European Parliament published

sion as to the content of a legislative proposal.

a commissioned report on the civil law rules applicable to
robotics8. A significant part of the report was dedicated

In February 2017, the European Parliament adopted

to the development of ethical principles in robotics. The

the resolution with “recommendations to the Commission

main principles concerned the protection from physi-

on Civil Law Rules on Robotics”14. Even though the focus

cal harm, the right to refuse to be cared for by a robot,

should have been on the civil law rules, ethics played

human liberty, privacy, data protection, protection

a key role. One need only mention that the resolution

against manipulation and dissolution of social ties, equal

refers to words “ethics/ethical” as many as 50 times, thus

access to advances in robotics, and restrictions imposed

making them some of the most recurring terms, follow-

on enhancement technologies (against the transhuman-

ing “robot/robotics”, “human”, “whereas”, and “develop”

ist and posthumanist philosophies). The report approves

(with “liable/liability” occurring only 39 times), based

of the Charter of Robotics proposed by the European

on our calculations.

Parliament’s Committee on Legal Affairs (JURI) , which
9

is seen as a tool to ensure that ethical principles govern

The most controversial point
regards the status of robots as
electronic persons.

robotics in “harmony with Europe’s humanist values”10.
In commenting on the JURI’s draft report on robotics11 and its proposal of a new legislative instrument,
the report affirms that “many legal sectors are coping well
with the current and impending emergence of autonomous robots since only a few adjustments are needed

The resolution aims at the introduction of EU rules to

on a case-by-case basis” . Conversely, it is suggested

unleash robotics’ and AI’s potential, while guaranteeing

that tort law should be rethought. Although the report

a high level of safety and security. Prima facie, liability

12

and security should be at the core of the resolution,
5 | Op. cit. Science and Technology Options Assessment Panel, 2016,

but we sadly observe that ethics seem to play a domi-

p.8.

nant role.

6 | Ibid.
7 | Ibid p.36.
8 | Op. cited Directorate-General for Internal Policies, 2016.

The rationale behind this is largely driven by fear. Indeed,

9 | European Parliament, Draft Report of 31 May 2016 with

according to the rapporteur Mady Delvaux, a robust EU

recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Ro-

legal framework should be created (as if no applicable

botics (2015/2103(INL)), 2016, (online) http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML%2BCOMPARL%2BPE-582.443%2B01%2BDOC%2BPDF%2BV0//EN.

law already existed, which is not the case), in order to
“ensure that robots are and will remain in the service of

10 | Op. cit. Directorate-General for Internal Policies, 2016, p.5.
11 | Op. cit. European Parliament, 2016.
12 | Op. cit. Directorate-General for Internal Policies, 2016, p.6. An
example of this is the copyright of robot-generated works (see Noto La

13 | Op. cit. European Parliament, 2016.

Diega, 2016).

14 | Op. cit. European Parliament, 2017.
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humans15. In the perennial battle between singularitar-

and accuracy, as compared to human standards, is that

ians and AItheists16, the European Parliament can be

there is still a fundamental difference between robots

ascribed to the former fringe. Singularitarians believe

and humans. The former cannot go to prison, and

that superintelligence is “the most important and most

the purpose of the law (especially of criminal law) is

daunting challenge humanity has ever faced” , and that

to keep peace in society by finding someone to blame

in six years “the human era will be ended”18. The author

and punish for a number of behaviours which are

joins Searle in believing that these apocalyptic scenarios

viewed as unacceptable. Electronic personality could be

are implausible, since they require maliciously moti-

the prerequisite of the social acceptance of robots as

vated machines willing to destroy us all. However, this

potentially liable, and this could enable an unprecedented

would involve consciousness, which is what robots do

market penetration.

17

not have .
19

Certainly, the most controversial point regards the status
of robots as electronic persons. Indeed, the Commission
is called on to consider the implications of the creation
of a specific legal status for robots in the long run, “so
that at least the most sophisticated autonomous robots
could be established as having the status of electronic
persons responsible for making good any damage they
may cause, and possibly applying electronic personality
to cases where robots make autonomous decisions or
otherwise interact with third parties independently”20.
Even though the suggestion may seem extreme, it may
prove to be successful, for at least three reasons. First,
robots are becoming more and more similar to humans
(anthropomorfisation and AI). Second, humans are
becoming increasingly akin to robots (artificial enhancement). Third, the robot’s legal personality would be

The European strategy
regarding robots is threefold,
with ethics playing an
eminent role. The principles
which the Parliament asks
to take into consideration to
reduce the risks are human
safety, health and security,
freedom, privacy, integrity,
dignity, self-determination,
non-discrimination, and data
protection.

profitable for the robotic industry. Indeed, the reason
why we demand from robots a higher level of security
15 | European Parliament, Press Release: “Robots: Legal Affairs Committee calls for EU-wide rules”, published on 12 January 2017, 2017(b).

The European strategy regarding robots is threefold,
with ethics playing an eminent role. The principles which
the Parliament asks to take into consideration to reduce

16 | Floridi, L., “Should we be afraid of AI?”, essay published on www.

the risks are human safety, health and security, freedom,

aeon.co, 2016, (online) https://aeon.co/essays/true-ai-is-both-logical-

privacy, integrity, dignity, self-determination, non-

ly-possible-and-utterly-implausible.

discrimination, and data protection. One can easily see

17 | Bostrom, N., “Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies”, Oxford
University Press, 2014.

that it is not always possible to pursue these objectives

18 | Vinge, V., “What is The Singularity?”, article written for the VI-

at the same time. An action that maximises human safety

SION-21 Symposium sponsored by NASA Lewis Research Center and

could undermine self-determination. Minimising security

the Ohio Aerospace Institute, March 30-31, 1993, p.11, (online) http://

threats could mean jeopardising privacy. Striking a bal-

edoras.sdsu.edu/~vinge/misc/singularity.html.
19 | Searle, J. R., “What Your Computer Can’t Know”, essay and book

ance between opposite principles is an inherently human

review, [in] The New York Times Book Review, 2014, (online) http://

operation (and one which is required constantly to inter-

static.trogu.com/documents/articles/palgrave/references/searle%20

pret and apply the law).

What%20 Your%20Computer%20Can%E2%80%99t%20Know%20
by%20John%20R.%20Searle%20%7C%20The%20New%20York%20
Review%20of%20Books.pdf.
20 | Op. cit. European Parliament, 2017, paragraph 59.f.
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Firstly, there is the “Charter of Robotics” that would
regulate who would be held accountable for the social,
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environmental and human health impacts of robots

to their placement in traditionally protected and private

(e.g. kill switch). The charter comprises three docu-

spheres and because they are able to extract and send

ments: a code of conduct for robotics engineers, a code

personal and sensitive data”25. Firstly, one should notice

for research ethics committees when reviewing robotics

that the reference to confidentiality is incorrect. From

protocols and model licences for designers and users.

the context, it would seem that the document does

The charter aims to be “a clear, strict and efficient guid-

not refer to trade secrets (also known as confidential

ing ethical framework for the development, design,

information), but to privacy. Secondly, it would seem

production, use and modification of robots” . Accord-

that the point is rather futile, if one considers that data

ing to the European Parliament’s resolution on robotics,

protection by design and by default approaches are man-

the existing EU legal framework should be “updated and

datory under the General Data Protection Regulation.

21

complemented, where appropriate, by guiding ethical
principles”22. It is obvious, however, that the law cannot

In addition to transparency, it is submitted that the ethi-

be updated by some ethical guidelines; indeed, law and

cal framework should be based on several principles:

ethics belong to discrete realms.

beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy and justice,
as well as the principles and values enshrined in Arti-

As to the ethical content of the charter, the EU resolu-

cle 2 of the Treaty on the EU and in the Charter of

tion on robotics clearly mirrors the current worries about

Fundamental Rights of the EU, such as human dignity,

algorithmic accountability and the so-called black box.

equality, justice and equity, non-discrimination, informed

Indeed, the first ethical principle to consider is transpar-

consent, private and family life, and data protection. The

ency. The said principle means that “it should always

potpourri is completed by the reference to the “other

be possible to supply the rationale behind any decision

underlying principles and values of the Union law, such

taken with the aid of AI that can have a substantive

as non-stigmatisation, transparency, autonomy, individual

impact on one or more persons’ lives” . This is already

responsibility and social responsibility, and on existing

covered by the rules on automated decision-making

ethical practices and codes”26. One could wonder why

under the Data Protection Directive, as strengthened

some of the principles that were indicated as para-

by the General Data Protection Regulation that will

mount27, such as safety and security, are not openly

come into force in May 2018. Therefore, the guideline

referred to here. However, the most important note is

on this point seems redundant. However, the specifica-

that what already has been said about the impossibil-

tion whereby “robots should be equipped with a ‘black

ity to embed so many competing values in the design,

box’ which records data on every transaction carried

and striking a balance as an inherently human operation

out by the machine, including the logic that contributed

applies all the more here.

23

to its decisions” could be of some use. It must be said,
24

nonetheless, that one of the main problems of some AI

The Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights and Con-

technologies (e.g. deep learning) is that the machines

stitutional Affairs28 criticises the call for the charter.

inform you about the result, but not about the relevant

Firstly, unlike most codes of conduct, which origi-

reasons. Therefore, algorithmic accountability risks being

nate from the relevant industry itself (self-regulation),

just a chimera.

the charter is proposed by the Parliament, as opposed
to the industry. Secondly, lacking legal status29, char-

Another “ethical” principle dealt is privacy. According to

ters, codes, guidelines, etc. are merely “tools used to

the resolution, “special attention should be paid to robots
that represent a significant threat to confidentiality owing

25 | Ibid. paragraph 14.
26 | Ibid. paragraph 13.

21 | Ibid. paragraph 11, italics added.

27 | Ibid. paragraph 10.

22 | Ibid.

28 | Op. cit. Directorate-General for Internal Policies, 2016.

23 | Ibid. paragraph 12.

29 | Cour de Cassation, chambre commerciale, 29 June 1993, No 91-

24 | Ibid.

21962, Bull. civ. 1993, IV, 274, 194.
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communicate with clients, civil society or a company’s

the Parliament observes that testing robots in real-life

employees”30. In particular, the enforceability against

scenarios is essential for risk assessment and technologi-

third parties seems to be excluded, unless the terms are

cal development. The Member States should identify

included in a contract (e.g. of robot purchase).

areas where experiments with robots are permitted,
in compliance with the precautionary principle. This is

The second leg of the strategy is the obligatory insurance

already being done, especially with regards to drones, but

scheme. Recognising the complexity of allocating respon-

the suggestion must meet a wider positive reception.

sibility for damage caused by increasingly autonomous
robots, the European Parliament recommends obligatory

Finally, in May 2017, the public consultations

insurance, along the lines of the vehicle insurance. How-

on the “Future of Robotics and Artificial Intelligence”

ever, the robot insurance should not only cover human

were concluded. We shall see whether, as alleged

acts, but it “should take into account all potential respon-

in the accompanying text, the results “will help the Euro-

sibilities in the chain” .

pean Parliament to define potential next steps and

31

future policies at EU level”32. Reading one of the few
Thirdly, the establishment of the European agency

submissions already available, one can see why ethics is

for robotics and artificial intelligence is meant to supply

becoming increasingly important. European Digital Rights

public authorities with technical, ethical and regulatory

(EDRI) point out that in order to encourage innovation

expertise. The agency will manage a system of regis-

and global competitiveness, the EU should take action to

tration for robots for the purposes of traceability and

improve ethical standards because “customers buy prod-

the implementation of further recommendations.

ucts that respect their values”33. Privacy by design and
default are an essential way to create and maintain trust.

It is interesting that, having placed so much empha-

Products that are not privacy friendly, or that are found

sis on designing “ethical” robots, the resolution calls

to have privacy issues, will suddenly become less attrac-

on the Commission and the Member States to support

tive for customers.

ethics by design only once, cursorily, in the section dedicated to “Intellectual property rights and the flow of data”

In conclusion, the European strategy on robotics seems

(which is actually focused on privacy). Again, it provides

affected by two main problems: an excessive emphasis

evidence of a clear value hierarchy, where ethics comes

on ethics at the expense of security, and more gen-

before security.

erally, a lack of awareness of the critical role played
by the operation of striking a balance between compet-

The EU safety and security strategy looks way less

ing interests. Balancing is pivotal to the interpretation

developed than the one regarding ethics. It deals with

and application of the law. And the current development

two issues: standardisation and real-life scenarios test-

of AI technologies does not enable the delegation of

ing. The resolution calls on the Commission to work

the operation to robots.

on the international harmonisation of technical standards
mainly to ensure interoperability, but also to guarantee
a high level of product safety and consumer protection (e.g. ISO/TC 299 Robotics). Again, the Parliament
does not seem to be aware that there is a balance to
strike, a trade-off between interoperability and safety. As
for the second part of the EU robotics security strategy,

32 | www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/juri/public-consultation-robotics-introduction.html.
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30 | Op. cit. Directorate-General for Internal Policies, 2016, p.26. For

33 | EDRI, “EDRi’s response to the European Parliament’s consultation

a minor exception, see the French professional associations’ codes of

on Civil Law Rules On Robotics”, published on 24 April 2017, (online)

conduct.

https://edri.org/files/consultations/civillawrulesonrobotics_edrire-

31 | Op. cit. European Parliament, 2017, paragraph 57.

sponse_20170424.pdf.
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